Systems Architecture
Synopsis

Discover the most comprehensive introduction to information systems hardware and software in business today with SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE, 7E. This new edition remains an indispensable tool for your strong foundation in IS (Information Systems) as the book emphasizes a managerial, broad systems perspective that provides a holistic approach to systems architecture. Thorough updates throughout this edition ensure all concepts, examples and applications reflect the very latest new technologies.
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Customer Reviews

Can only access the kindle version via my android phone (HTC One [older version]) or my android tablet (which doesn’t charge/hold a charge any longer.) Cannot use it on the device I would prefer to use it on, which is my touch screen laptop that has Windows 8.1 installed. This is not a very good thing for to do, considering most people who get a kindle text book use it on their computers in class, and most of those are either using Windows 8.1 or Windows 7. Unsure if Mac users have the same issue (I do not use Apple products at all).PS Also cannot get access to it on my actual Kindle device, what is up with that?!?!

Not sure what I expected, but I found the book to be kind of basic.

Arrived in perfect condition.